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We designs learning programs to bring the world 

to the classroom and the classroom to life, and to 

reflect the mission and tradition of the National 

Geographic Society: to inspire people to care 

about the planet.  We have a specific focus on 

English Language Teaching and Learning. 



• 15 million English

teachers worldwide 

(David Graddol)

• Need for teachers who can teach English in English

• No scalable way to train teachers fast enough

Demand for 

Improving the 

Quality of English 

Teaching



So, how are ministries looking to 

address this problem?





Teachers need to have 

the language and 

professional knowledge 

necessary to implement 

their national English 

curriculum successfully 

and confidently and 

teach English in English.

A Global Solution



The world’s largest assessment 

organization, which develops, 

administers and scores more than 

50 million tests annually in more 

than 180 countries, at 9,000+ 

locations worldwide.

Designs learning programs to 

bring the world to the classroom 

and the classroom to life, and to 

reflect the mission and tradition of 

the National Geographic Society: 

to inspire people to care about 

the planet.





ELTeach is an online, integrated Professional 

Development, Assessment and Certificate Program, 

supporting teachers of English through coursework 

and assessments in:



• Supports teachers to

teach English in English

• Builds teachers’ 

confidence

• Is online, scalable, and 

cost-effective

• Provides comprehensive coursework 

and assessment

• Has measurable outcomes

ELTeach



International Panel of Experts

Led by Professors Donald Freeman, Anne Burns, and Anne Katz, 

panelists from 13 countries shared their insights and experience to help 

shape the ELTeach course content and ensure that it is both globally 

and locally relevant.



Includes approximately 50-60 hours of self-paced, online 

instruction, giving teachers the specific classroom language 

they need to teach confidently in English.

Teaches language for:

• Classroom Management

• Understanding and Communicating Lesson Content

• Assessing Student Work

• Giving Feedback

English-for-Teaching:





Includes 50-60 hours of self-paced, online instruction 

covering the essential knowledge needed for teachers 

to make decisions about their work in and out of the 

classroom, including:

• Foundations of Language Learning and 

Language Teaching

• Essentials of English

• Teaching Vocabulary, Grammar, Speaking, Listening, 

Reading, and Writing

Professional Knowledge for ELT:





TEFT™ Assessment

(Test of English-for-Teaching)

• 2.5-hour, online 

• Determines whether the test taker 

has the language to prepare and 

teach lessons in English, based upon 

the coursework

TPK™ Assessment 

(Test of Professional Knowledge for 

ELT)

• 1.5-hour, online

• Measures understanding of the 

professional knowledge concepts 

covered in the coursework





Test Taker: Meera, Jacob T.Last (Family/Surname) Name, First (Given) Name Middle Initial.

---ID # : AccesCode 1

Test Date: 30/05/2013

Institution: ICPCName 2

(DD/MM/YYYY)

Country: BrazilLocal ID: Buffer Field 1

Total Scaled Score

Your score of 270 is within Band Three. The descriptor for Band Three provides information about the meaning 

of your score.
BAND DESCRIPTORS:

Band One (Range 155-195): A typical test taker in Band One demonstrates knowledge of some of the content areas  in the curriculum.

The test taker in Band One sometimes identifies concepts and occasionally  connects them to English-language teaching classroom situations 

presented in the Professional Knowledge program.

Test takers in Band One may have

•
some understanding of the application of concepts presented in the curriculum and

•
more knowledge of some areas of the curriculum than others.

Band Three (Range 260-280): A typical test taker in Band Three demonstrates comprehensive knowledge of all content areas  in the curriculum.

The test taker in Band Three consistently identifies concepts and connects them to examples of English-language teaching classroom situations 

presented in the Professional Knowledge program.

In addition to the demonstrated knowledge of test takers in Bands One and Two, test takers in Band Three may have

•
more knowledge about the application of concepts presented in the curriculum and

•
more knowledge about teaching techniques, classroom activities, and assessment.

Band Two (Range 215-245): A typical test taker in Band Two demonstrates substantial knowledge of all content areas  in the curriculum.

The test taker in Band Two usually identifies concepts and often connects them to examples of English-language teaching classroom situations 

presented in the Professional Knowledge program.

In addition to the demonstrated knowledge of test takers in Band One, test takers in Band Two may have

•
more knowledge of the application of concepts presented in the curriculum and

•
additional knowledge in some other areas of the curriculum.
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Additional Score Information

The graphs below provide additional information about how you performed on two categories of questions on the test. "Number correct" shows how many of these questions you answered correctly. The 

percentile information shows how your performance on these questions compares to test takers at the 25th percentile and the 75th percentile for this administration. These scores can be used to guide 

your professional development. 
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The Professional Knowledge curriculum covers the following content:

•
Foundational English language teaching theories 

•
Basic knowledge of planning and assessment

•
Knowledge of the English language to support student learning

•
Factors influencing student learning

•
Understanding professional development

•
Key concepts in English teaching methodologies

Core Teaching Practices

test questions focus on 
connecting the concepts 

presented in the curriculum

to teaching practices. 

Foundations of 
Professional Knowledge

test questions focus on 
understanding the 
concepts presented in 
the curriculum.
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TEFT and TPK Assessments © 2013 by Educational Testing Service. All rights reserved.

ETS and the ETS logo are registered trademarks of Educational Testing Service (ETS). TEFT and TPK are trademarks of ETS.

Copyright © 2013 National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning. All rights reserved. ELTeach is a trademark of Cengage Learning.

For more details, visit www.ELTeach.com.
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The TPK™ Assessment (Test of Professional Knowledge for ELT) Test Taker Score Report

Test Taker: Meera, Jacob M.

Last (Family/Surname) Name, First (Given) Name Middle Initial.

---

ID # : AccesCode 11

Test Date: 30/05/2013

Institution: ICPCName 3

(DD/MM/YYYY)

Country: Brazil

Local ID: Buffer Field 11

0000000000000011

BAND DESCRIPTORS

The TEFT assesses test takers’ 

command of English to complete 

three types of essential tasks in 

English-for-Teaching:

Band One (Range 405-440):  Typically, test 

takers in Band One  can do some of these 

essential tasks.  For example, they can:

Band Two (Range 465-500):  

Typically, test takers in Band Two can 

do a range of these essential tasks.  

For example, they can:

Band Three (Range 565-645):  Typically, 

test takers in Band Three can do a wide 

range of these essential tasks.  For 

example, they can:

Managing the classroom

• complete some classroom management tasks 

(though they demonstrate relatively limited command 

of the managing-the-classroom vocabulary and 

phrases present in the English-for-Teaching program)

• complete a range of classroom management 

tasks and demonstrate a good command of 

most of the managing-the-classroom 

vocabulary and phrases present in the 

English-for-Teaching program

• complete a wide range of classroom 

management tasks and demonstrate a very good 

command of all of the managing-the-classroom 

vocabulary and phrases present in the English-for-

Teaching program 

Understanding and 

communicating lesson content for 

students as included in 

instructional materials

• understand short, written, and spoken instructions 

for classroom activities (though they may have 

difficulty identifying key information at times)

• locate some key information in reading and listening 

texts

• combine and copy language to create new, simple 

written and spoken examples of lesson content

• give some short, very simple instructions for 

classroom activities

• read instructional materials aloud intelligibly

• understand some lesson goals and a range 

of multistep written and spoken instructions 

for classroom activities

• locate most of the key information in reading 

and listening texts

• combine and produce language to create a 

range of new written and spoken examples of 

lesson content

• give a variety of activity instructions

• understand a wide range of lesson goals and 

multistep written and spoken instructions for 

classroom activities

• locate all of the key information in reading and 

listening texts

• consistently combine and produce language to 

create a broad range of new written and spoken 

examples of lesson content

• give a wide variety of activity instructions 

accurately and intelligibly

Providing oral and written 

feedback

• identify students’ written errors and correct them 

when clear reference models are provided

• identify a relatively limited range of spoken errors in 

order to provide appropriate, essential oral and 

written feedback

• identify a range of students’ spoken and 

written errors in order to provide appropriate, 

essential oral and written feedback

• identify a wide range of students’ spoken and 

written errors in order to consistently provide 

appropriate, essential oral and written feedback

Total Scaled Score

400

700

550_ 5

Your score of 550 is between Band Two and Band Three. This score indicates that your performance shares 

the characteristics of Band Two and may have one or more of the characteristics of Band Three.

Additional Score Information: Using Language

The graphs below provide additional information about how you performed on questions from the three content areas. The number of score points achieved shows how many score points you earned out 

of the total available in each content category. The percentile information shows how your performance on these questions compares to test takers at the 25th percentile and the 75th percentile for this 

administration. These scores can be used to guide your professional development. 
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Additional Score Information: Language Skills for English-for-Teaching

The scores below are intended as additional information to guide your professional development. These scores refer to listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills only as used to complete essential 

tasks in ELT presented in the English-for-Teaching program. They do not provide information on your general proficiency in these language skill areas. Additionally, these scores should not be compared 

to scores from other administrations.
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TEFT and TPK Assessments © 2013 by Educational Testing Service. All rights reserved.

ETS and the ETS logo are registered trademarks of Educational Testing Service (ETS). TEFT and TPK are trademarks of ETS.

Copyright © 2013 National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning. All rights reserved. ELTeach is a trademark of Cengage Learning.

For more details, visit www.ELTeach.com.

The TEFT™ Assessment (Test of English-for-Teaching)

Test Taker Score Report

Score Reports



Global Reach

10,000+ teachers

14 ministries *as of March 24th 2014



Average time 

spent on 

coursework

English-for-Teaching

52:25:09

Professional Knowledge for ELT 

42:02:05



Global: Feedback 

How would you describe the 

location of your school?

Large City 38.6%

Small City 35.7%

Rural Area 22.2%
Other 

3.5%



Do you teach at public or private school?

Global: Feedback 

Public 87%

Private 13%



Which level do you teach?

Global: Feedback 

Elementary

School

49.4%

Middle School

31.6%

High School

8%

Other

8%

University

3%



How useful do you think the course 

content will be for your teaching in the 

future?

Global: Feedback 

Useful

40.4%

Very Useful

46.2%

Not Useful

1.7% Somewhat

Useful

11.7%



Would you recommend the course to a 
colleague or friend?

Global: Feedback 

Yes 

87.6%

No

12.4%


